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Point by point responses to the comments raised

Dear Danielle Talbot and Scott Rae,

I have incorporated the comments in this version of the manuscript and it conforms the journal style and requirements. Below please see the point-by-point responses and clarifications to those raised concerns and comments.

Abstract Section
Comment- The Abstract needs to be formatted into four sections: Background, Methods, Results and Conclusions
Responses - Comment well taken and the abstract is organized into four sections. Background, Methods, Results and Conclusions. The sub-section ‘objective) is removed.
See the revised abstract section on page 1 from line 5-27.

Declarations Section
Comment- BMC Women's Health must contain a Declarations section which includes the mandatory sub-sections
Response- The comment is incorporated by including all the sub-sections including the consent to publish. I revised and fulfilled the criteria of each section after reading the submission guideline. Corrections made are on page 23 from line 507-538

Comment- In Funding, please state whether or not the funding body played any roles in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.
Response- This revised version clearly indicates that the funder does not have any role in mentioned aspects. Correction made is on page 23 from line 513 -516.

Comment- Each author should also be specifically mentioned by their unique initials rather than their full names
Response- I have taken the comment and made correction as per the suggestion. I have replaced the full names their unique initials. See correction on page 23 from line 524-528
Comment- Upon resubmission, please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript
Response- The version of the manuscript does not have any track changes or highlighting. It only includes those files that form part of the manuscript.